
Welcome to Miss Browning’s Class

Fifth Grade 2022-2023

Tuesday, 9 August 2022

Dear Parents and Student Scholars,

I would like to express my enthusiasm and my joyful anticipation of every student

scholar along with their families upon Meet the Teacher on Tuesday, 9th August

2022 from 8:30 am ~ 9:30 am as well as the First Day of School on Wednesday, 10th

August 2022. It is with great pleasure along with much intentional planning and

preparation that I have eagerly awaited each and every one of my student scholars with

their parents.

I would like to share with you “My Why”, which is what I strongly believe in

my heart. My student scholars are “My Why”, because I believe that every individual

student scholar has Seeds of Greatness inside!!! I want every student scholar to know

that I believe in You as well as  your dreams, your hopes, and your aspirations along



with educating you, supporting you, and giving you tools to reach your goals and

beyond.

I would like to Welcome every student scholar, parent, and family to our Fifth

Grade Class for a Remarkable and Amazing 2022 – 2023 school year to embark upon a

year to have extraordinary learning experience, to have a joyful laughter experience in

learning, to have enormous growth learning experience, to have extended family that

supports one another, to have celebrations upon every opportunity, to achieve new

challenges with perseverance and grit,  and ultimately close a chapter as you prepare for

a new chapter going to middle school the following school year.

I want parents and student scholars to know that I have been Joyfully awaiting

for your arrival! This school year will be the Best Year and an Amazing Memorable Year

because it will be your final year in elementary school to reflect on all the friendships old

and new you have made, new challenges that you will have and overcome, and the

precious memories that you will have an opportunity to add to your Elementary

Treasures of Memories on this academic journey.

Also, I want student scholars to remember how loving and supportive that your

First Teachers and Life Teachers have been there for You to build you up, to make your

heart smile, and to show as well as to tell You just how much that they (your parents)

love You as their child and their student scholar too!!! Student Scholars do not forget to

celebrate, to give thanksgiving, and to show as well as to verbalize your Love and

Gratitude for all that your Parents, your First Teachers and Life Teachers, every chance

you have an opportunity!!!



I would like to share Miss Browning’s Peanuts Welcome Success Tools below:

Welcome your questions/ask a lot

(Notepad to jot down your questions)

Everyone is # 1

(Toot your own flute)

Love is the key to learning

(Remember put your heart in your learning)

Continuing to try and take chance in your education

(Eraser)

Outstanding accomplishments you will make

(Take your hand and give yourself a pat on the back)

Miss Browning will encourage with love

(A big Charlie Brown Welcome postcard)

Each student is in this Peanut family of success

(You are a star!!!)

With a Heart full of Love, Hope, and Respect,

Miss Browning


